
Guide Tutor Roles - EXPLAINED

Welcome

The assumption from us, as always, has to be that the learner is dedicated, wants to

complete the course and is aware they will need to follow video guidance fully. Due to this

process, we have 100% pass rates in all courses.

There is no hand-holding. We will politely prompt and direct learners with our feedback. The

expectation is for the learner to do the work as outlined in videos and the Guide team

support fortnightly.

It is difficult for us to accept or feedback or work submitted that obviously does not show a

full attempt to honour the qualification or question. Please ensure your learners are aware

of this. We will be explaining it to them in our onboarding session.

When taking a course with Guide support, the following considerations are what we always

adhere to. 

We make this as clear as possible from the outset, for school and partners to be fully aware of

what to expect. This will ensure successful outcomes for all involved.

We have taken adult learners through over 1000 accredited courses in the last few years and

the following gives a clear breakdown of what we do, and samples of that, so all parties have a

complete understanding of our partnerships:

1. Guide Tutor Role Explained



Using the Guide system and Guide
Qualification support

 Conduct a short, live, onboarding session with the relevant staff member. Share sample

account wizard and course documentation if they do not already have them.

1.

2.  Provide introduction videos and relevant course videos via platform links
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For example:

For example:



3.  Our liaison officers will contact any learners (via email) who have not accessed the

course every 2 weeks to gently prompt and remind them.

4.  We actively support candidates throughout the qualification, with specific prompt

advice, fortnightly.

For example:
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For example:



5.  Share overview export of staff progress updates to SLT. This will be done half termly.

(School admins will have access to this all the time)

6.  Review and assess final submission of completed work.
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For example:

For example:



7.  Begin the formal assessment process if the candidate is ready and this option 

is asked for.

8. Feedback on outcome of course completion with candidate.
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For example:

9. Send course certificates or download certificate and proceed to next relevant

qualification registration if required.



In school mentoring 
(Using guide course material but

mentoring internally)

Your main duties will be:

To ensure the candidate feels supported in school as best fits the school

To ensure the candidate is aware of school systems and deadlines (marking, behavioural
policy, deadlines, etc.)

Supporting candidates with their appropriate folder (undertaking observations where
needed.)

To review the progress of the candidate through reviewing their online folder

Helping the candidate to organise their placements if needed (Eg with QTS AO)

Holding meetings as agreed upon with the school, which review progress but allow for
discussion to develop the candidates understanding of the teaching profession.

Inform Guide Qualification Support team if and when accreditation is wanted

For more information please contact Shaila Hussain, our Qualifications Director on
shaila.hussain@guideeducation.co.uk

 
www.guideeducation.co.uk
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